
Academic Council Notes  
March 29, 2019; 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

 
 

Attendees: Paul Layer, Fred Villa, Karen Carey, Priscilla Schulte, Saichi Oba, Anupma Prakash, John 

Stalvey, Jeff Jessee, Susan Kalina, Chris Fallen and Kelly James (scribe). 

 

Action/Business: 

1. Approve February 15, 2019 meeting notes – All, 2 min. (attachment) 

a. No objections. 

2. February 15, 2019 action item/regulation implementation update – Paul, 3 min. (attachment) 

a. Fee payment dates – The business council had taken this on. Julie Queen, VC Beverly 

Shuford and Mike Ciri had taken this on. Tuition and fee payment deadline. 

3. Discontinuation - Master of Civil Engineering - UAF – Anupma, 5 min (attachment) 

a. This is a bookkeeping issue at this point. It was discontinued a year and a half ago, but 

the paperwork was missed at that time. In preparation of the accreditation report, they 

discovered this and want to clean it up. The same missions were being met by another 

program. 

DISCUSSION: None. Supported by the Council? Yes 

ACTION: Paul will approve the discontinuation of the Master of Civil Engineering at UAF. 

Kelly will put on June BOR agenda. 

4. Request to re-open admissions to AAS Architectural and Engineering Technology program – 

UAA – Susan, 5 min (attachment) 

a. The program was suspended with the intent to delete, but the degree was revised and they 

now wish to reopen admissions. The program is very collaborative. In the future they will 

address the gap in architecture. A lot of the courses were updated and currently reflect 

modern practice.  

DISCUSSION: No objections to moving this forward.  

ACTION: Will move request to reopen admissions for AAS Architectural and Engineering 

Technology program forward to ASA Committee with a Notice of Non-objection. 

5. Policy and Regulation 10.04.020 – Graduate Certificate Program change – Anupma, 5 min 

(attachment) 



a. Regents Policy needs to change before the regulations can change. It would go to the 

ASA Committee at the June meeting. The change would move it out of the grad credits 

for certification. Once approved, this would change allow the board to pass the control to 

the president. The regulation would allow the president to transfer control to the 

chancellors. The policy and regulation change corrects an area that is currently a slow 

process.  

DISCUSSION: John – Excellent idea. Meets the needs of the people and industries. Karen – 

Agrees. Priscilla – The chancellor level – workforce credentials are approved by the 

chancellors. Anupma – Would allow the approvals to not go through the BOR. John – if 

things get out of control, the president can pull back the control. By convention, we do notify 

the board of discontinuations 

ACTION: Move Policy 10.04.020 – Graduate Certificate Program change request to the 

ASA Committee meeting (consent agenda) at the June meeting. Paul will work on a 

justification statement with Anupma’s assistance. Regulations will move forward through the 

Action Transmittal process once the policy is approved. 

6. R04.04.070 Emeritus, Faculty & R04.07.095 Emeritus Status, Staff – Paul, 3 min (attachment) 

a. There were some questions about dean, to include director.  

b. Change – Faculty - Section G - …sole discretion of the chancellor, a continuing 

connection… 

DISCUSSION: Anupma – questions why the Board needs to be notified prior to revocation. 

John – This could be a simple matter of sending the email to the board first, then sending the 

email to the notification. Paul – This is to keep the board from being blindsided. The 

president wants this to be left in. This is not asking for permission.  

ACTION: Will move the R04.04.070 Emeritus, Faculty & R04.07.095 Emeritus Status, 

Staff regulation forward through the Action Transmittal process with correction. 

7. Regent Adjunct Awards – Paul, 5 min (attachment) 

a. Paul thanks the provosts for nominating adjuncts for the award.  

b. Anupma – Would like clarity on the timeline and deadlines. They were receiving 

nominations after the deadline. Paul will look at the CBA to see what is specified and 

will work with Geoff Bacon to clarify the process. John – Very confused with the 

process. Paul would like suggestions on the timeline and process. Anupma – Would like 

the process to be specified and then she will follow it. Annually would be easier. Karen – 



this is an adjunct CBA issue. It was agreed in their contract to have one every semester. 

John – some adjuncts are here for only one semester. 

DISCUSSION: If there are no objections to the  

ACTION: Paul will follow up with Geoff to clarify deadlines of the Regent Adjunct 

Awards, and define the frequency of reviews (yearly vs. quarterly).  

8. ALEKS Report – Paul, 5 min (attachment) 

a. David Maxwell provided a report on the ALEKS scores. There was mention of the costs 

of mentoring the programs. 

DISCUSSION: UAF would like to go forward with the remote proctoring option. They will 

move forward with their own resources. Karen – UAS cannot afford to do the remote 

proctoring. SW does not have any resources at this time to assist. Anupma – It would be 

beneficial for all and worth considering. Maybe do this for 1-2 years and then reassess. Paul 

– Cost - $25/student. Anupma – They have not decided how to pay for it. It may be that the 

students will pay for it. Karen – This would be something they could do, as long as all 

campuses are consistent. John – Right now, each campus is paying for ALEKS. When they 

start, they can take the test an X number of times. Saichi – Consider requesting Foundation or 

external funding. The fee may be considered micro barriers to students. We would need an 

estimate prepared from each campus. Will try with the Foundation before pushing it to the 

students. Fred – Suggests a more specific proposal on proctoring, how it would be 

accomplished and the type of access that may be necessary to accomplish this. Anupma – 

eCampus is the centralized testing location. We could be more clear on the options, but we 

don’t know how other campuses do this. John – Will the proctoring be within ALEKS 

proctoring system?  

ACTION: Provosts – look at the estimated cost on an annual basis to support the students in 

testing and then advance it to the foundation ($25 times the number of students). Gather 

numbers and forward them to Paul. Will use 2018 with a look at 2017 to ensure 2018 was not 

an outlier. Paul will work with Saichi to draft a proposal to the Foundation.  

Updates: 

9. Academic Council Scorecard updates – Paul, 5 min. (attachment)  

a. Faculty Initiative Fund – Reviews were all in yesterday. On cursory review, there were a 

few high scores and some low scores. Paul will look through the scores and come up with 

a plan. We are right on track this year. Next year we will look at the timeline so we are 

not in the middle of tenure and promotion (if there is a next time – the CBA is currently 



under review). The president will want an evaluation of the program. There may be 

tweaks or it may be discontinued. There are plenty of good proposals to fund. 

b. Anupma – There are several items on the scorecard that show ‘in progress’. At what point 

do we revisit them? Paul – They are on the list as something that needs to be looked at in 

the future. Anupma – The campuses are looking at tracking and capturing noncredit 

courses. Would like to see this on the agenda in the future. There are different ways of 

capturing the information and some cannot be captured. 

ACTION: Place “capturing high value noncredit workforce credentials” on the next AC 

agenda. (How are the fees being distributed, etc.) 

10. Accreditation update – Provosts, 10 min 

a. Karen – Doing very well. Finishing up itinerary right now. They did send 4 questions 

about graduation rates. They are working on those. They are in good shape right now. All 

questions were from IPEDS. Their graduation rates are low, and they have different 

initiatives started in the last 3 years to address these issues. They are responding to the 4 

questions and talking about the graphs as well. Anupma – Their graduation rates are also 

low. John – That was also one of the recommendations they had received – addressing 

low graduation rates. First time full-time population is only part of what they do. Karen – 

having them understand this is difficult. They have community colleges.  

b. Anupma – Nearly done with the draft of the report, but there is reports from different 

comittees, so need to clean this up. They are letting USAF know about the accreditation 

process coming up and getting them ready. Going to different areas getting people ready 

for accreditation. Spreadsheet shared with John and Karen. 

c. John/Susan – They are looking at the new revised standards. Mission fulfilment fellows. 

They are in a year-long program with experts across the country and they have a special 

project that helps move your stuff along at your institution. We are participating in that. 

NWCCU has ____ completion academy – a team of about 10 people who work on a 

project with local experts. Once completed, will become a mentoring institution. The 

Student Success Program is building our capacity to serve our students, which will help 

impact our graduation rates. Next year, both could propose how to address graduation 

rates. Paul – This is on the governor’s mind. Being compared to 4-year institutions. Susan 

– Each fall they do a seminar. This year will be bringing up Friday, September 13, 2019. 

Topic – Student learning student success and mission fulfillment. Anupma – Maybe have 

a recording or stream.  



ACTION: Susan will send Kelly information on the NWCCU seminar. 

11. Senate Bills 30-Establishing the middle college program for public schools & 31-transferability 

of academic credit for specified courses among postsecondary education programs – Paul, 5 min  

a. Transferability has ebbed down and has not resurfaced. 

b. Senate 30 – there were proposed revisions. Paul sent this to Saichi and the provosts to 

review. It has moved out of the education committee based on those recommendations 

c. The school district superintendents were not on the phone. It is moving forward with 

more flexibly in the bill. 

d. Senate bill 53 – Question about reporting – accreditation – there was some questions 

about the role or need for this, but there hasn’t been anything on this lately. Fred – What 

is the process for this to get to the floor? Paul – It has to go to finance first. The House is 

focusing on the budget. Last week the House subcommittee rejected the governor’s 

proposal and went back to Walker’s proposal and added $10m. It has passed out of that 

committee and has gone on to Finance. The House took a break and went on a “road 

show” for public testimony.  

12. Dual Credit update – Teri, 5 min 

a. Susan and Anupma are on this. They are meeting next week. Anupma – This was a 

request to report. The document they are working on has been updated further from last 

time. They have decided and agreed that we will consistently use Dual Enrollment with a 

definition in the footnotes. Will make a note that concurrent and dual credits are used 

synonymously. Susan – Took the document and moved it up to current practice with 

flexibly for the types of programs that are out there. Will discuss this further in the next 

meeting.  

ACTION: Dual Enrollment updates on the April AC agenda. 

 

13. Faculty Alliance update – Chris, 5 min 

a. Last day of regular employment with UAF. FA nominated the next chair, Maria Williams 

to be interim until the normal period. Faculty Senate (Celeste). Faculty Initiative Fund 

reviews completed. Have no proposed revisions to the regulations on immunizations. 

Have been working on the budget advocacy – emphasizes the importance of faculty 

involvement. Chris will not be a research physicist with NASA. Well-funded, stable lab. 

Unique funding model. Paul – The Student Coalition prepared a resolution about the 

governor’s budget, slamming the budget.  



14. Student Success Convening 3/22 - Review – Saichi, 5 min 

a. Paul – How frequently should we do this? – Saichi – Held a week ago. Interestingly, the 

success convening came out of the National Association of System Heads (NASH). 

Going to NASH, they have you establish a project/priorities. Ours was a convening. We 

had 70 of the 85 people registered, attend with some that didn’t register that attended. 

Had about 73 in total. Debrief earlier today – 90 percent have indicated a willingness to 

participate in future convenings. The most appreciated portion was the informal dinners 

prior to the convening. People kept commenting on the design to have the speaker in the 

morning and the questions in the afternoon. This gave people time to digest the topic and 

develop questions. There are now several themes they would like to address in future 

convening’s. Engaging underrepresented students better. Getting the intercommunity 

voice in this. Continue this and have one each spring. Spring is the chosen time, but 

would like to consider moving this to each university. It would add something to moving 

it around the state. Participation of the local campus and student success at each 

university has a different feel at each campus. Fairbanks – Keith Champaign, Claudia 

Lampman, Joe Lampman, and Charla Brown. Lisa Hofferkamp continues to be engaged 

and offers a compelling voice. Paul – It would be useful for Lisa to update the new 

alliance about this and get more faculty engaged as an integral part of student success.  

15. Portal update – Saichi, 5 min 

a. We go live with MyFutureAlaska portal on April 1st. The vendor will take down all of the 

Under Construction signs. There is a concerted effort in marketing/public affairs working 

on the marketing campaign and the president’s 2040 site, college savings plan and the 

new Alaska.edu sites. The campaign will start in the next few weeks and run through the 

fall. Geotech fencing, etc. Moving ahead with phase 2. Prior learning assessment module 

on hold until the portal is up and running.  

i. Anupma – The Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) module is a very big thing and 

would like to be more involved and work towards making sure it goes well.  

ii. Saichi – Would like to know who at the campus level should be involved. Will 

need faculty familiar with the portal. The portal is just a vehicle to facilitate 

communication. PLA will be complete dependent on how the institution assesses 

the credits.  

iii. Paul – The process and rules are what we are currently using.  

16. Directory Information Update – Saichi, 5 min 



a. They have actually added to this memo in an email yesterday. We will have them address 

all of their items in one memo. 

b. Directory information has typically gone from the registrars to the student services 

council and then to general council. This one skipped student services council. There was 

actually objections by the SSC. There was enough concerned by a couple chancellors. 

This will be brought back next month to the AC. Will need a better understanding of why 

the registrars need the information in the directory.  

c. Paul – The intent is to add “country”.  

d. Jeff – Having trouble identifying students from EU countries. GDPR requirements. If we 

have this information, it would be useful. They are currently stalled because of the 

GDPR. 

17. eLearning Subgroup Committee update – Karen, 5 min.  

a. Talking about fees for eLearning classes. This goes right along with Dual Enrollment. 

The committee will be coming back with recommendations. It is all over the place. Some 

don’t charge anything and some charge quite a bit.  

b. Paul – It is confusing for students why the fees are different. Would like standardization. 

Comes back to Dual Enrollment and being confusing for districts or online students. 

Different programs across the state. One stop shopping – student access.  

c. Anupma – Will have Owen bring the Arizona State issue.  

d. Fees – tuition being split across the system. An audit was done on fees, and will look at 

that again.  

18. Budget – Paul, 10 min 

a. No real updates on the budget. The president is meeting in Juneau today meeting with 

key people.  

 

 

Anupma - Endblock courses to Chugiak for $675/course. Breaking the market – Working with 

eLearning to provide a competitive package. Paul – this is back to the dual enrollment. Anupma – We 

cannot let an external program break into the Alaska market. 

ACTION: Will have the Dual Enrollment committee and eLearning committees work together. Would 

like the committee to look at that Monday. 

 



Jeff – College of Health – Have a physician assistant program with the University of Washington 

offering a BS program. Now requires all PA programs be offered as a Masters level. They are beginning 

the transition to graduate level. UofW has maintained good standing with accreditation. Anupma – Does 

that impact anything the campuses need to communicate? Jeff – Anyone interested would access it 

through the UAA site or UofW site. He will check to be sure if there are any remaining links that need to 

be updated.  

 

Priscilla – Community campus perspective – there is a lot of discussion on the 3 models and how the 

universities can relate to each other. Pretty much most of the support it to keep it status quo and 

improving processes is the strongest feeling at this point. Paul – The CCDC met with the president this 

week. At some of the campuses they are looking at what is available at all of the campuses and checking 

to see if they can provide access to other catalogs across the system. Using our community campuses as 

a window across the region. Priscilla – The fact that we are separately accredited, but there are ways to 

make it happen and may want to explore doing more of that. Paul – the president appreciated a lot of the 

comments out of the CCDC. 

 

Fred - has provided Paul a recommendation on the TVEP proposals. Paul appreciates everyone involved 

in the prioritization efforts. Fred – It was helpful opening up the conversation. Prioritization during this 

budget climate.  

 

Chris – Budget cuts overshadowing – speaks to the strengths of the importance of our university. Paul 

would like Chris to ask his boss to write a letter to the governor speaking on the importance of the 

education he received at UA.  

 


